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SIGNATURE MIX
SIGNATURE MIX BLENDED COLOURS are a custom colour mix unique to Tsunami Glassworks designs. Colour 
mixes will vary from piece to piece as each mix is made by hand, glass thickness will also determine colour 
saturation. We recommend ordering samples as colour tone can di�er from computer screen to print material
to the actual glass piece. Colours shown below are in the frosted/etched finish. 

black/iris

cherry/turquoise

strawberry/sa�ron

citron/sa�ron

ruby/amethyst

amethyst/black

olive/aqua

cerulean/aqua

citron/jade

gold

white

grey
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METALLICS & PEARL
Metallic and Pearl �nishes are original to the Tsunami Glassworks collections; we �nd this treatment shows o�
the organic shapes of our pieces and is available in any transparent colour in addition to the six shown below. 
Pearl is a softer, opalescent �nish which adds a luxurious feeling to our designs. 

metallic pink

metallic bronze

metallic grey

black/iris pearl

gold pearl

rose gold pearl

metallic gold

metallic silver

metallic blue

silver pearl

grey pearl

ruby pearl
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CUSTOM COLOURS 
The following list comprises all available glass blowing colours. 

Some colours are vary through saturation of application, glass 
thickness and lighting. 

We advise clients to request samples (available for a small fee) if 
colouration is critical. Please consult with our team for the best solution 
for your project. Lead time for samples varies per supplier.       



TRANSPARENT
The following colours are transparent glass colours. Saturation will vary depending 
on glass thickness and surface treatment. 
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OPAQUES
The following colours are opaque or translucent glass colours. These colours allow
some light through the glass but produce a solid look in general. Colour saturation
will vary depending on the glass thickness and surface treatment.  
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